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(a) IfX is a vector spac€ such that X. curl X = 0 and I is an arbitrary function ofr,y,z 7
then prove that pX.carl pX = Q

(b) showthatthedifferential equation (y2 +yz)dx+ (xz+ zz)dy + (1tz -xy)dz = 0 7
is integrable and also find its primitive.

(c) State and pmve Natani's method . 6
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(2) There are five questions in the question paper.
(3) Answer all questions.

(4) Figure to the right indicates marks of the questions.

Q.l
(r) Determine Simultaneous differential equations for the first order and the first dcgree 7

in three variablcs.
(b) Define: Pfalfian differential equation. Show that a Ffaffian differcntial equation in 7

two variables always possesses an integra.ting factor.
(c) Solvetheequation(r2z-y3)dt+3xy2dy+x3dz=0 6

Time : 3 Hoursl
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Q.2
(a) Solvr&eequstonbt+z)d.x+(z+x)dyi(x+y)dz=0 7(b) Find the equation for integral surraces passing through any givan curve 7
(c) Find the surface which intersecrs the surfaces ofthe system z(r + y) = c(32 l7) 6

orthogonally and which passes through the circle x2 * y2 = L,z -_ L.
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(a)
(b)

Stah andprove Charpit's method.

Find the surface which is orthogonal to the one'parameter system

z = cxy(x2 + y2) and which passes through the hyperbola

u2-y'=a2,2=0.
If a characteristic snip contains at least one integral element of F (x, 1 z'? , Q) = 0

then show that it is an integral strip ofthe equation F(x,y,z,z*,zr) = 0.
(c)

Q.3
(a) Find ttre solution of the equation z =f,@' + qz) + (p - x)(s - y) which passcs

througb the x-axis.
Fird a complete intcgral of the equation p2 y(l + x2) = qxz
Describe Jacobi's method.
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(b)
(c)

(e) Ifzr, uz, ..., u,. are solution of the homogenous linear Partial differential eqrution

F(D,D')z = 0 then prove lhat fi=tcrtt.; wterc the cis are artitrary constants, is

also a soh*ion.

Q) Find the particular integral of dre equation (Dz - D')z = e**!.
(c) Solve the equations r +s - 2t = e'+t.
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Q.4
(a)

(b)
(c)

(a)

(b)

(c)

Find the Fourier series for the tunction f ti = (|)' ;o < x < Ztr

Expand the function f (x) = e* , -x < , < ,r in terms of Fourier series.

Derive the complex Fourier series for the interval [0,2r].
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Dcftne orthonormal system of functions. Prove that the sum of the squarcs of the fourier co 7
efficicnt of a quare integrable function always converges.

Find the Fourier series to represent the function f(x)=xl, forxef-x,xl and usc 7
Parscval's identiry to rt"* f + i + i.,..= fi
Define odd and even functions. Discuss about halfrange sine and cosine fouier serieg. 6

Q5
(r) Provc the followings:

(b)

(c)

t) 1J]rD,(u)du = 1 ; where Dn(u)is Dituhlllt's kernel

2) D,,(u) =+l#
Define orthogonal system and complete onhonormal systom offirnctions. Prove tlut if{0r(:)}
be a complet€ ordronormal family of function s and f ond g be integnble ovor [c,D] thcn

/ = g ifffourier expansion of/ is equal to the fourier expansir:n ofg
Dcrivc Fourier intcgral formula.
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(r) Fird thr.orine transform ofr defined as: f(x) = [
1 ;0S.r<a
0; r 2 o

. What is the function whose
7

cosinctransform h 
J?(gg* )?

(b) Show that

(*rp) ' "ro
(fJ,,,o

(c) Prove thst the sum of6e squares of the Fourier co+flicient ofa square integrable function 6

always converges.
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